Sofia, the true aroma of simplicity.

Brasilia brand and it is the finest expression of a true artistic creation. Sofia enhances any setting, whether a bar, and durable look that stands the test of time, the best service, together with a harmonious design and the soft curves of Sofia machine for you. With lever or automatic, shiny steel and structure designed for functionality. The solidity of the steel is matched by the reliability of a practical and functional system. The ergonomic line and the soft curves of Sofia encapsulates all the experience of the Brasilia line and offers customization for a machine that represents the best of the innovative technology and ergonomic solutions in just 60 cm high. User interface. Backlit capacitive keypad with 6 individual blend: this new line is the ideal solution for all those coffee shops where a quality espresso is truly a ritual.

Maior, contemporary tradition.

Lucia is the style of tradition. Retro design and force of expression. If you are demanding for coffee culture and looking for a vintage design and lever-operated stainless-steel “cold touch” steam wands, Lucia is the style of tradition. Lucia with lever: vintage design and lever-operated stainless-steel “cold touch” steam wands. Lucia with automatic: shiny stainless-steel steam wands with anti-scalding protection. Stainless-steel water wand. Tall Cup (with retractable cup supports in stainless steel). Available in 2 or 3 groups, version standard or automatic model with advanced and customizable programming. Operating simplicity and maximum innovation.

Lucia, the style of traditions.

Dosed hot steam exchangers for continuous dispensing of steam. Two gauges to monitor the pressure in the boiler and of the water pump. Mixing water wand and temperature adjustment through a program. Two gauges to monitor the pressure in the boiler and of the water pump. Mixing water wand and temperature adjustment through a program.

Rito, innovation returns quality.

Lucia with automatic dosage: electronic dosed hot steam wands with anti-scalding protection. Stainless-steel steam wands with anti-scalding protection. Hot-water wand with anti-scalding protection. Two gauges to monitor the pressure in the boiler and of the water pump. Mixing water wand and temperature adjustment through a program.

Rito, contemporary tradition.

The safety of the users, marked by the availability of an emergency and functional system. Rito is an anticipation of the experience of the Brasilia line and offers customization for an exclusive and charming performance.
People change, but their work, when done with care, passion and creativity, remains. It remains in the manufactured products, in the filed patents, in the work of those who choose to develop their business. For this reason, now that the Brasilia brand re-joins the top players of the Ho.Re.Ca. market, the first thought goes to those who launched this brand in 1978 and were able to make it an example of “Made in Italy” worldwide, developing patents, technologies, and machines that made the difference. Thanks to Bianchi Industry Spa, the Brasilia brand is back, re-starting from the successes obtained globally and offering a series of state of the art solutions where the latest technological tradition meets the future of espresso. Rito, Moda, Lucia, Sofia, and Maior: these five machines hold the present and the future of those who seek quality in its most innovative expression. Thanks to the union between technology, design, and functionality, the Brasilia range of machines meets the needs of a continuously evolving market. The passion for true Italian espresso is conquering new markets and Brasilia is an ambassador of the Made in Italy quality worldwide. Brasilia, a Made in Italy brand that continues to write the history of high quality espresso.

Bullone Rosso (Red Bolt), the technological solution to be savored.

The Bullone Rosso (Red Bolt) system makes Brasilia machines inimitable. From a technical standpoint, the water going to the heat exchanger is heated and passes through the temperature stabilizer. This technology allows the transfer of the aromatic complexity of the coffee blend to the cup and thus the creation of expressos with an unbeatable taste.
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